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Agenda

- IPC data status
- IPCPUB improvements
- New WIPO Look & Feel navigation bar
IPC data status: IPCPUB

- IPC 2017.01 to 2023.01: active, no change

- IPC 2009.01 to 2016.01: active from mid January 2023 but without Definitions or Catchwords

- IPC1 to 2008.04: archived, will possibly be made active by the end of 2023.

- CPC: 2023.02 loaded without any concordance issue.

- FI: 2022.04 loaded with 384 concordance issues.
IPC data status: categorization

- **IPCCAT:** trained with WIPO Delta 2022, will be soon retrained with patent documents reclassified in IPC 2023.01.

- **AI-based reclassification in IPCWLMS** will also be retrained with most recent patent documents.
IPC data status: AI based translation in IPCRMS

- English and French retraining with IPC 2023.01 data in progress

- In 2023: Addition of Polish, Portuguese, Serbian, Slovak and Spanish languages
IPCPUB improvements

- IPC Scheme PDF files produced with IPCPUB 9 for IPC-2009.01 onward: presentation consistency with active web version, smaller size.
  Note: IPC PDF preparation tool is no longer supported.

- Transition to new WIPO Look & Feel: on hold, improvement proposals from IP offices are still possible and welcome.
New WIPO Look & Feel navigation bar

Will be visible from March 1, 2023.

Affected applications:
- IPCWLMS
- IPCPUB
- IPC IT Support & Download Area
- IPC Green Inventory
Thank you for your attention!

QUESTIONS?

contact WIPO at ipc.mail@wipo.int